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• You can teach the truths found in God’s Word and 
letters at the same time! All letter pages in this pack 
contain pictures related to the Bible and/or passages 
from the Bible. 

• SIX levels of handwriting practice are included from 
fine motor skills to copywork. That means this pack 
can grow as your writer(s) grow.

• Got a leftie? Left-handed resources are included!

• All resources come in color AND in blackline.
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fine motor mats
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Use these mats to practice fine motor skills and letter recognition. Learners can cover the large 
letters using pom-poms, jeweled beads, dried beans, stickers, or other small objects.



letter formation mats
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Use these mats to introduce writing letters and the letter strokes. The stroke patterns are clearly 
marked for each uppercase and lowercase letter.



UPPERCASE and lowercase grid games
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Get loads of practice in for each letter! To play, learners roll a die. If it lands on 3, for example, 
learners trace 3 letters. Learners roll again. If it lands on 2, learners trace two more letters. 
Learners keep rolling and tracing until all the letters have been traced. 



Handwriting Practice Pages
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These pages require learners to remember the strokes of both uppercase and lowercase letters. 
Not only are they asked to write inside the outlined letters but also to follow along the specific 
lines to form each letter. 



Trace it, Try it Pages
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Ask learners to trace the letters at the top of the page to be reminded of the letter strokes. 
Trace the uppercase letters, then try them on your own. Do the same with the lowercase letters.



Copy it
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Put all that letter writing practice to good use by copying the 26 words and/or ten well-loved 
verses from the Old and New Testaments. Blank pages are also included so you can write your 
own words or verses for your learners to copy.
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Seven letters have horizontal strokes for left-handed learners as well as more tips to help them 
be successful in handwriting. These letters are: Aa, Ee, Ff, Hh, Ii, Jj, and Tt.
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